LED projectors for sale at deeply discounted prices

NAD Ministerial will be reselling all of the brand new seminar projectors used at the CALLED convention at deeply discounted prices. We will be selling the NEC 2800 Lumen High-Brightness NP-VE281X including extension cord and power strip. The complete package which retails for $450 will be available for $320 for the first 50 pastors. The brand new projectors will be used for the seminars and then repackaged for the pastors to take home with them.

If you are interested in taking advantage of this opportunity please contact Dorothy Keith to reserve your projector. Pastors may still register at the regular rate until March 31.
2800-Lumen High-Brightness Mobile Projector
MODEL: NP-VE281X

NEC's 2800-lumen VE281X mobile projector is designed to provide high brightness for small-to-medium-sized businesses, education environments, corporate conference rooms and mobility applications where heavy ambient light is present but the space requires a small projector. This lightweight model is affordable with essential features, including 3D Ready technology, 3000:1 contrast ratio and a powerful 7W speaker. Its automated technologies—from Auto Power On and quick startup/shutdown to a lamp life up to 6000 hours—make it an eco-friendly choice. The VE281X offers the Intelligent Driving Scheme (IDS2) for increased lamp life and contrast.

* Automatic Power ON via RGB (15-pin) input
* BrilliantColor™, including a 6-segment color wheel, provides accurate color reproduction
* Quick startup/cooling/shutdown minimizes projector setup and teardown between meetings
* ECO Mode™ technology helps extend lamp life and lowers power consumption
* Carbon savings meter calculates the positive effects of operating the projector in ECO Mode
* Compact size and lightweight design simplify transport